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With almost 300 million users around the world, and a market cap of $25 billion, 
Twitter is poised to become as ubiquitous as Facebook. This social media 
platform has changed the way we communicate and had a profound impact on the 
international political landscape. 

The November 2013 IPO made billionaires of three of Twitter’s original four founders 
- Ev Williams, Jack Dorsey and Biz Stone. But it’s been a bumpy road. Co-founder 
Noah Glass was kicked out of Twitter in 2006. Jack Dorsey was removed as CEO in 
2008, but came back in 2011 as executive chairman. Ev (who was turfed as CEO in 
2010) and Biz are no longer involved with day-to-day operations. 

The Founders
Ev Williams
Evan Williams is a farmer’s son from Nebraska. Around 1990 he moved to San 
Francisco, where he met another programmer named Meg Hourihan. He and Meg 
started Pyra Labs, where they built software to improve productivity. He and an 
employee built an internal web diary to keep track of the team’s progress, which 
evolved into Blogger. 

Ev released Blogger in 1999, with the motto: Push-button publishing for the people. 
As it became popular with tech geeks, Meg started to see its potential, but had 
doubts about Ev’s ability to run Pyra Labs. “A mini power struggle quickly ensued, 
wherein Meg tried to take control of the company and Ev refused to step down. In the 
end, the five-person Pyra team disbanded, leaving Ev friendless, single, and running 
a company out of his living room,” says author Nick Bilton.

Ev did manage to keep the company going, and by 2002, Blogger boasted around 
a million blogs, with 90 million blog posts. Ev sold Pyra Labs/Blogger to Google in 
February 2003, for an undisclosed - but sizeable - figure.

Noah Glass
Noah Glass was born in northern California. He met Ev in 2002 - after seeing Ev’s 
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photo in Forbes magazine, Noah realized he could actually see Ev’s apartment out 
of the window of his own place. Noah had been working on a pirate radio project to 
allow people to set up radio stations without having to follow government rules and 
regulations. 

After befriending Ev, Noah had revised his pirate radio project, changing it to work 
with Blogger, and he wrote an application called AudBlog, so people could post 
voice posts to blogs from a phone. Because of its association with Blogger, AudBlog 
started to receive more attention and Noah decided to create a separate company 
around AudBlog.

Once Ev had received his money from Google, Noah asked him to help with 
financing. Ev invested $200,000, and became CEO of the new venture called Odeo. 
The goal of Odeo was: to create “a musiclike service that would make it simple for 
anyone to make and share podcasts, which could be downloaded to the relatively 
nascent Apple iPod,” says Bilton.  

Jack Dorsey
Jack Dorsey grew up in St. Louis. He got an IBM OC Junior when he was eight, and 
his interest in technology snowballed from there. He wrote code for a living, including 
creating a dispatch system for bike messengers. In June of 2005 Jack saw Ev in 
a coffee shop. He emailed Ev with a resume, saying that he’d just seen him in the 
cafe, and Ev hired him as a programming freelancer for Odeo. 

Biz Stone
After Ev sold Pyra Labs he moved with the company to the Google campus, and 
worked there on Blogger for a time.

Biz Stone met Ev at Google. Ev hired Biz to work on Blogger, and when Ev left 
Google to focus on Odeo, Biz followed.   

Rabble 
Not a founder but another key player in the Twitter story is Rabble (Evan Henshaw-
Plath) - a programmer hired by Noah and Ev to work on Odeo. Rabble was a 
“hacktivist,” an anti-establishment protester who knew how to use technology to 
foment change. Rabble had helped anti-capitalist protestors evade police during May 
Day protests in London via mobile tools that he had created, “all from the comfort of 
a cubicle at Palm, Inc.,” where he’d been working as a freelancer.   

Odeo: Where it All Began 
The strife that would plague Twitter was evident even during the early days at 
Odeo. In mid-2005, Odeo received $5 million in funding from investors, and it wasn’t 
long before Noah was complaining to the investors about Ev. Noah felt Ev lacked 
leadership and was unable to make decisions. He lobbied the investors to oust Ev 
and make him the CEO.
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Odeo was a mess, and investors were getting nervous. When Apple announced it 
was adding podcasts to iTunes, in June, 2005, Ev knew it was the end. 

“How could they beat Apple, which owned iTunes, the biggest music service in the 
world, at podcasting? They couldn’t,” says Bilton. 

Exploring Jack’s “Status” Idea
While Ev and the investors looked for a buyer for Odeo, others on the team searched 
for a new idea. 

It was around this time that the notion that would become Twitter started to take 
shape. “It was these conversations - Noah, Ev, Biz, Rabble, Jack and a handful of 
other Odeo engineers talking about the past and the future - where a potion started 
to stir together that would ultimately transform the podcasting company, which was 
going nowhere, into one that would change the world ... ,” says Bilton. 

Jack told Noah about his “status” idea. The concept was first used by AOL in 1997, 
where people could post an “away message,” to let others know when they’d 
stepped away from their computer. AOL users had started using it to say what they 
were doing, or what they were listening to.

Jack had created a crude prototype in early 2000, and one night in late February 
2006, after an evening of dancing and drinking, he explained it to Noah. They both 
got excited, and started brainstorming ideas - what if it had audio? What if it used 
text messages instead of email? The next day at work, Noah brought Ev and Biz into 
the conference room, and explained the “status thing” to them. 

Biz liked it. While at Google, he’d had the idea of a “phone-ternet,” combining 
internet with a phone. No one had responded positively to this idea. “But now, 
hearing about Jack’s status concept - mixed with mobile phones, groups of friends, 
and Noah’s human explanation of it all - Biz, like Ev, was smitten,” says Bilton.   

The project was called “Status” at first. Noah came up with twttr, which evolved into 
Twitter. 

Green Light for Twitter Prototype 
In February, 2006, Odeo’s executive team decided to focus on Twitter, and gave 
Jack and Biz two weeks to build a prototype. Everyone had suggestions for the new 
program. Ev wanted tweets to show up as a stream, Noah suggested adding a time 
stamp. Then, on March 21, 2006, at 11:50 am, Jack sent the first official Twitter 
update: “just setting up my twttr.” 

It wasn’t long after this that Noah’s behavior started to get in the way. He yelled at 
staff, and leaked the project to the media. Noah wanted to spin Twitter off from Odeo, 
and be the CEO. The investors, though, saw Twitter as a side project only. They just 
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wanted to sell Odeo and recover some of their investment. 

Knives Out for Noah
Jack felt strongly about Noah, stating: “If Noah stays, I’m going to leave. I can’t work 
with him anymore.” Ev spoke to Noah on July 26th, saying: “I don’t see a role for you 
moving forward. If we don’t sell Odeo, Twitter will become our main focus, and I don’t 
think we can work together well on it.”

He offered Noah two choices: accept six months’ severance pay and six months’ 
vesting of his Odeo stock, or be fired. Two weeks later Noah resigned. 

After he left the company, Noah helped out at the public launch of Twitter at the Love 
Parade techno-music festival rave in San Francisco, in the summer of 2006. Twitter 
had 4,500 users at that point, and the idea was to sign up party-goers at the festival. 
The launch went badly, gaining fewer than 100 new Twitter users. 

Ev Buys out Odeo Investors
In the end, Ev sold some Google stock and bought out the Odeo investors for $5 
million. His plan was to create an “idea factory,” called Obvious Corporation. 

Ev put $1 million into Twitter, and left Jack and Biz to manage it. At this point, Twitter 
was growing, but slowly. “Although Jack had taken a lead at Twitter, it was clear that 
no one was actually in charge ... Twitter, which was nurtured out of Odeo, a seedling 
from Noah’s chaotic brain, was still operating as an anarchist-hacker collective with 
no rules,” says Bilton. 

Twitter was still undefined. Was it a place to update others on what you were doing? 
Was it a social network, or a micro-blog? Would it replace email, or become a new 
way to text? Users were confused when they first signed up, and sent tweets like: 
“Twitter is stupid,” or “This is dumb.” 

Earthquake Tweets Illuminate the Potential of Twitter 
Then, one evening, San Francisco had a small earthquake. Jack was in his office, 
and he got a tweet from Ev, asking if he had felt the earthquake. As the Twitter team 
sent tweets to each other about the earthquake, something was evolving. It was “... 
a moment that was about the status of something bigger than each individual,” says 
Bilton.

“Although the people on the site were all in completely different locations, time and 
space had briefly compressed.” 

In March, 2007, at the South by Southwest technology conference in Austin, Texas, 
Twitter won an award for best startup in the blog category. This event marked a 
turning point for Twitter, and also served as a much higher-profile launch than the 
Love Parade event. The team mounted a flat panel display showing live tweets in 
the main hallway, and also mounted numerous 51-inch plasma displays that gave 
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attendees instructions on how to tweet. 

Conference-goers enthusiastically started using Twitter to rate conference sessions, 
and to share information on parties. At this time, Twitter worked via text messaging, 
so people with all types of cell phones could use it. “The Apple iPhone would not 
go on sale for another three months, so the act of peering down at a cell phone 
for hours on end wasn’t part of the social vernacular yet ...” says Bilton. But it was 
starting to happen in Texas. 

Now that Twitter was gaining momentum, Ev decided that Jack would be named 
CEO of Twitter. Ev retained a 70% stake, and he wanted to be involved and help 
direct the company, but he wanted to focus on Obvious Corporation. He gave Jack a 
20% stake, and named Biz and Jason Goldman (a part of the original Blogger team) 
as cofounders, with around 3% each, and split the rest up among engineers and new 
staff. 

Yahoo! Offers to Buy Twitter
By June, 2007, interest in Twitter was growing, and Yahoo! approached the executive 
team with an offer. There were now 250,000 active users including major news 
outlets, celebrities, fire departments, baseball organizations, and even presidential 
candidate John Edwards. Some media had started calling it “hipster narcissism,” or 
“self-absorption.”

Yahoo! offered them $12 million, considering it to be just a messaging service. 
Turning down Yahoo! cleared the path for Twitter’s next steps - to raise the first round 
of venture capital, expand the servers and hire engineers to handle growth.  

They opted to go with Union Square Ventures, and felt that Fred Wilson, a partner 
there, understood Twitter. On his blog, Fred noted: “The question everyone asks is 
‘What is the business model?’ ... we don’t yet know. The capital we are raising will 
go to making Twitter a better, more reliable and robust service. That’s what the focus 
needs to be right now.”

Technology Concerns
The technology behind Twitter was failing. Because it had been cobbled together in 
two weeks, and never really built out from the initial prototype, it couldn’t handle the 
demands of more users. Almost daily, the whole system would come to a halt. But 
people kept signing up; and every two weeks the number of new users doubled. 

“Even though the site was not ready for its moment on the stage, it was getting it,” 
says Bilton. Twitter was featured in a BusinessWeek profile, Time called it one of 50 
top web sites, and the Financial Times mentioned Twitter on its front page.  

By now, Ev had taken on the role of chairman of Twitter. Jack was struggling, and 
Ev wanted to stop the site from crashing, reduce confusion and put in stronger 
management. 
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Ev also thought Jack wasn’t working hard enough - he often left the office at 6, and 
as CEO of a sexy startup, was getting used to being treated as a celebrity. 

By the next round of funding, raising $18 million in May 2008, the company had 
grown to 15 employees, with 1,273,220 registered users and almost 15 million 
updates per month. With revenue still at zero, numerous technology problems and 
no business model in place, the valuation of the company jumped to $80 million. 
“Investors wanted their names associated with the next big thing,” says Bilton.  

Jack in the Crosshairs
Ev chose Spark Capital for this round of financing. Bijan Sabet, of Spark Capital, 
joined the board of Twitter, as did Fred Wilson, of Union Square Ventures. Spark 
Capital invested $14 million and Jeff Bezos of Amazon and Fred Wilson put in most 
of the remaining $4 million.

Bijan, Fred, and Ev were increasingly worried about Jack’s ability to be CEO. The 
board wanted to demote or remove him. Jack just didn’t have a solid understanding 
of finances, or even operations. But Biz threatened to quit if Jack was fired. 

The plan was to put Ev in as CEO, replacing Jack. So in the meantime, Bijan 
and Fred told Jack he had three months to fix things, or he was out. They started 
emailing amongst themselves, to organize a way to get rid of Jack. 

Then, Bijan made a major misstep - he hit “reply all” instead of replying only to Fred, 
on an email that said: “I believe Jack would take a ‘passive’ chairman role. It would 
then be up to Ev to decide if he could live with Jack’s new title.” 

So Jack knew what was coming. But he really thought he could fix the problems 
inside of three months. In the end, he wasn’t given the full three months, and 
Jack was fired by Bijan and Fred in October, 2008. He was told he had a passive 
chairman role, and was given a silent board seat. Ev became the new CEO.

Facebook Shows Interest
Before he was demoted, Jack had been talking with Mark Zuckerberg about the 
possibility of Facebook buying Twitter. For Ev, though, there was an important 
philosophical distinction between Facebook and Twitter. 

“Ev saw Blogger, Odeo and now Twitter as serving a much more important purpose 
than just becoming big businesses. These startups he had helped build were all 
designed to give people across the planet an equal voice, to help those without 
power stand up to those who abused power,” says Bilton. “He presumed Facebook 
was more concerned with being a corporate money machine.” In the end, Ev and the 
board decided not to sell Twitter to Facebook.

In late 2008, Noah resurfaced, and met with Ev. As Twitter grew more famous, 
Noah wanted to be included in the Twitter story, and wanted his contributions to be 
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recognized. “Look, I know you were a big part of the early story,” Ev told him, “but it’s 
a completely different company now.”

So while Noah accepted Ev’s demurral, and packed up and moved to Los Angeles, 
Jack had no intention of lying low. He had no say in running the company, but he 
started to meet with reporters and bloggers, and talk about Twitter with himself as the 
main inventor, ignoring the efforts of all the others.  

Twitter’s third round of financing took place in early 2009. Peter Fenton, a new 
investor, joined the board with an investment of $21 million. Twitter was now valued 
at more than $250 million. 

Jack had started work on Square, his mobile payments company, but he still spoke 
to media and others as though he was involved in day-to-day operations at Twitter. 
Peter Fenton hadn’t realized that Jack had basically been kicked out. When he did, 
he swore to Jack he would help get him back to his rightful place at Twitter.

Twitter on Oprah
In April, 2009, Twitter rose in prominence with an appearance on Oprah. Ev went on 
the show, and helped Oprah send her first tweet. Jack was furious - he felt he was 
the one who should have appeared on Oprah.

But Jack was still representing Twitter in various ways. He went to Iraq as part of a 
delegation from the US State Department, helping to promote democracy through 
new technologies. He joined people from Google, YouTube, Meetup, Howcast, and 
AT&T to share insights on rebuilding with technology. He received plenty of media 
coverage on the trip, including a headline in a British newspaper that read: “Founder 
of Twitter sent to save Iraq.” So Ev and Biz’s plan to sideline Jack had really 
backfired. 

Twitter rose to even greater prominence in 2009, when Ev and Biz were named to 
Time’s list of the 100 most influential people. Again, Jack was angered to be left out.  

Twitter Plays a Role in the Iranian Uprising
Twitter took its place on the world stage with the Iranian revolution in June 2009. 
When Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was accused of rigging the election, 
he cut off all online communication, in an effort to quell protests. But tech-savvy 
Iranians figured out a workaround, and were able to disperse information to the 
world, and other Iranians, via Twitter. As information spread, protests took place 
across the country. 

The US State Department realized the significant role that Twitter was playing 
in the revolution. It also noticed that Twitter was scheduled to be shut down for 
maintenance, right in the middle of the uprising. The State Department emailed Jack, 
who forwarded the message on to Ev and Biz, requesting that Twitter re-schedule 
the closure, to accommodate the Iranian revolt. Ev made a blog post about Twitter’s 
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neutrality, but, “the story went global, with Twitter and its involvement appearing on 
the front pages of newspapers around the globe,” says Bilton. 

Dick Costolo Joins as COO
The Twitter board, and Ev, decided to hire a COO, and in September, 2009, Ev’s 
friend Dick Costolo came on board. As a joke, Dick sent out a tweet the day before 
he started, which would turn out to be strangely prescient: “First full day as twitter 
coo tomorrow. Task #1: undermine CEO, consolidate power.”

Jack was still doing a lot of press, including commenting on Twitter’s involvement 
with events in Iran. He still spoke of himself as Twitter’s inventor and he was still 
using “jack@twitter.com” as an email address - even though he was using it to set 
up meetings for Square, and other non-Twitter related events. Ev, Biz, Dick, and the 
Twitter board decided it had to stop - so they deleted Jack’s Twitter email.

Payday at Last
Twitter finally saw revenue in December, 2009, when it inked deals with Google and 
Bing. Under the terms of the deals, Twitter made its tweets (about 40 million per day) 
viewable on the Google and Bing search engines. Google paid $15 million and Bing 
$10 million, in the deal.  

Jack’s involvement with Twitter was still unclear, even to Twitter employees. In mid 
2010, Twitter’s VP of engineering met with Jack at the Square offices, not knowing 
that Jack was chairman in name only. He wanted to talk to Jack about his concerns 
about Ev’s ability to manage the company. Soon other Twitter execs voiced concerns 
about Ev to Jack. Ev was too slow in making decisions, they said, and he was too 
focused on the re-design of Twitter. 

Ev’s Turn on the Chopping Block
Even Bill Campbell, brought on board as a CEO coach for Ev, said Ev didn’t know 
what he was doing. Over the summer of 2010, secret meetings were held, with 
Jack and other Twitter executives, where Ev’s demotion was discussed. The idea 
was to put Dick Costolo in, as interim CEO, and conduct a search for a permanent 
replacement. The end result of the secret meetings was that Ev was told by his own 
coach that the board wanted him to step down. 

So the announcement was made that Ev was stepping down to focus on product, 
and Dick was the new CEO. Ev would still have an office at Twitter, represent the 
company externally, and contribute to product strategy, but he would no longer have 
an operating role in the company. 

Jack was ushered back, as executive chairman of the board. 

Ev decided to step back even further. He sent an email to all employees at Twitter, 
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saying that he’d still be involved with the company, be a board member, shareholder, 
and friend of the company; but he wouldn’t be involved, day to day.

Biz was next - in June, 2011, he announced he was leaving his day-to-day role at 
Twitter. 

With Jack, things were still hazy - he still acted as though he was the leader at 
Twitter, and many thought he was CEO, rather than Dick. But internally, employees 
knew that Dick was in charge, and not Jack.  

The Founders Today
Compared to the other founders, Noah Glass made little money. He says he may try 
another startup one day. Biz Stone is rich. He and his wife have started the Biz and 
Livia Foundation which helps students in need, and he supports animal sanctuaries. 
Ev Williams re-opened Obvious Corporation after leaving Twitter, and focuses on his 
family. Jack Dorsey is growing Square into a multibillion dollar business, may one 
day be named CEO of Twitter again, and thinks about becoming the mayor of New 
York. 


